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had been outside the European movement of the
Crusades. Conquest was never pushed home: the
kings of England felt that Ireland, lying remote and
not a tempting prey, could always be left to wait on
a convenient season ; the knights who carried out the
work of ^ completing and maintaining conquest were
always liable to be summoned to take their part in
some continental warfare: they came and went
between Ireland and Anjou, Maine, or Gascony,
returning more unlike than ever to those among
whom their estates and rule lay. Yet they inter-
married in Ireland, as did the pioneers of British
conquest in India ; and the union which resulted was
infinitely coinpleter and more fertile than any between
Asiatic and European. So grew. up what has been
characteristic of Ireland ever since: a middle nation—
Irish to the English, English to the Irish—dwelling
beside the pure Gaels, the ss mere Irish/'
Up to the reign of Henry VIII, or even till that of
Elizabeth, race was the only ' division . in Ireland;
but it was' also a division of culture. ; Language only
partially marked the separation: the Anglo-Irish
increasingly spoke Irish ; yet they, were, and the mere
Irish were not, a.bi-lingual people. But the main
cultural distinction was in law and in outlook. The
Anglo-Irish adhered to the feudal plan, by which all
land, theoretically held as a grant from the sovereign,
passed in direct lineal succession from parent to next
of kin, and by which ownership of land gave to the
owner unlimited rights to dispose of it. If it is an
over-statement to say that Irish law and custom
regarded the land as belonging to the people, it is
certain that they repudiated the conception which
vested all in the king: and they never permitted the
lord of the land to eject the occupier of land from Ms
holding. Ownership of land under English law was
therefore much more definite and paramount than
under the Irish system. And since by Irish law the
ruler was, at least in theory, chosen from a hereditary
  


